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A LINEAR Pf<OG1XA~ING APPROACH TO 
PROBLE.MIS OF CONFLICTIl'l'G LEGAL VALUES 

LIKE FREE PRESS VERSUS FAIR TRiAL 

I. THE PROBLEM AND THE DATA 
\\ 
'I 
!J 

/ Y 

There is a substantial literature which discusses the 

need for a balance b;etween protecting freedom of the press and 

providing a fair trial in criminal cases involving pretrial 

PUbliCity.i If newspapers read by potential jurors publish 

pretrial information concerning inad!nisoible or unreliable 

evidence, they may thereby establish an atmosphere which may 

cause an innocent defendant to be convicted or a guilty one to 
have his case dismissed or bl.'ased ' l.n his favor depending on the 

nature of the distortions in, the pretrial publicity. If such 
newspapers however , , are 

pending trials, this may 
overly restricted from reporting 

adversely affect tbe stimulating of 
individuals into (1) coming forward with relevant evidence ,. \ 

(2) taking defensive action t 'd b intellig~ntly 
.0 avol. ecoming victims, (3) 1\ judging 

the performanCe of their law enfyrcement officials ._ , and (4) making 
policy suggestions for coping with similar crimes. 

Although previous writers on th~e sUbJ'ect h ave genera,lly 
argued in favor of the need to provide some (b~t ... not unlimited) 

media reporting of pending trials, they have not discussed the 

pos~Jbilityof obtaining insights into a desirable balanc'e 

through the gathering of empirical data on ;)the re+ation between ' 

(1) the degree of free press present l.'n . various communities and 

( 2) .:.t~e degree of satisfaction expressed by various int~r,ested 
types of persons within those communl.' t. l.' ed. . (' ,~ 

"" It i~ tJle sp.ecific 
purpose of this article .. "(hfl if 

to provide some data of that kind in 
(I 

II 

t 

'. 
2 

the context of what is known as a linear programming !approach. 
.. 

A secondary, but broader (and possibly more importanf':), purpose 

of this article than throwing light on the fr.ee preE'Js, fair trial 

dilemma is to illustrate a way in which linear pro~~amming can be 

applied to non-monetary policy problems in general esp~c::.ially where 

one must choose between two diametrically conflicting policies. 

Linear programming can he defined as a CJ,eometric or 

al9'ebraic procedure whereby one finds the optimum allocation of 

something bet~een two or more alternatives in light of certain 

goals and in light of given constraints or conditions. 2 It is 

an approach which has been developed mainly by people in busin l9SS 

administration, industrial engineering, economics, and mathe

matics as a means of determining the optimum allocation of scarce 

resources between alternative activities in order to maximize: 

the difference bebleen benefits and costs. By analogy, howe~ler, 

the methodology can be applied to problems in which neither the 

benefits nor the cO,sts are basically economic in nature, such 

as the free press, fair trial problem. 

Ih 1970. a national sU:I'vey was made of m~wspaper edj,tors, 

police chiefs, prosE!cuting attorneys, and defens'e attorneys from 

a. sample of 166 cities across the country. 3 Of ,\~he approxirnately 

600 questionnaire recipients, .54 percent of the newspaper editors 
':: 

responded, 65 percent of ,the police chiefs: 50 pel~cent of the 

prosecuting attorneys, arid 48 percent of the defen.se attorneys. 

The key questions which the questionnaire recipien\bs were asked 

z'elevant'to this s.tudy are shown in Figiire 1. 
,{ 

,j-'., '., 
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FIGURE 1. RELEVANT QUESTIONS FROM 'i.'HE 'FR,EE PRESS, FAIR TRIAL SURVEY 

Degree of Pretrial Press Publicity in Your City 

'1'0 ~he b~st of your knowl~Jge I what kinds of information do the 
pol~ce, prosecuting atto:r:neys, and defense attorneys;>.make C1lvail
able to the pres~ for possible publication? For each of these 
three ~ources of information, please mark on the lines'indicated a:: 0:: :-f ~he. information ~s neve;r available to the press : mark 
a 1 ~f ~t J.S seldom ava~lable· "2" if it is usually available· 
and "3" if it is always availabie. ' . . . ' 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 
h. 

1. 

Name of accused and charge 
Details of arrest 
Evidence seized at arrest 
Id~\n ti ty of prospective witnesses 

~t their testimony . 
Existence or contents of any state

ment by accused or information of 
a !;refusalto make a statement 

Performance or refusal to perform 
tests or examinations (polygraph 
ballistics, etc.) ..' 

Prior criminal record of accused 
Possibility of plea of guilty to 

~f~ense or to a lesser charge 
OpJ.n~on on guilt or innocence of the 

accused or on merits of the c~se 

Police 'Prosecution 

II. Your Attitudes 

: c 

\~ 

b 

I. 

Pleas;e respond to th(~ following statements b.y marking "++" if you 
ag~e~ strongly; marking u+ if, you tend to agree· "0" if you have no 
opJ.n~;on; "_" if you disagree: and " __ 1, if you disagree strongly. 

o " 

'. 
p. liThe public needs to know the details qfcriminal proceedings. 

:i • 

g. The traditi~nal legal. reme~ies of' change of venue voir dire 
sequesterl.ng, continuande, etc. are adeqtlate to. "neutralize' 
any ~ffec~s of possibly prejudicial news coverage. 

r. Th! American Bar Association1s re~trictions'on information 
/; p~wYler~ car,t hrelease r~presEmts an infringement upon"'" the 

eop e.s rJ.g t to know. . ' 

s. If i t c~e~e to be conclusively proven that prejudicial . 
,publJ.cJ.~y does.bias~some jury verdicts; we ;'!ould have to .' 
l~~~!~Yt re~t-:~~,n ~t1e'press (if all voluntary, methods had 

,'0 ~o:' th'" ~. e J.na~equa\t~) ~~ther than allow .a.few defendants 
. . J. e.r:. face b~ased Jur~es or be released without trial. 

J:j' 

J 

1 
i 

4 

On the free press, fair trial controversy, the fou!t: 

groups of editors, police chiefs, prosecutors, and defense 

attorneys are the most knowledgeable groups av~ilable and they 

also have the clearest values concerning the controversy along 

with judges, bar association officials, and criminal defendants.
4 

A sample of the general public would be quite expensive to poll 

and would probably reveal a high percentage of donl.t knows. 

The four groups used are als() representative of the diverse 

ideological positions which the readers of this study and the 

general public are likely to hold. The readers carl: thus pick 

the occupational group \,li th wh.ich they most nearly identify in 

order to detexmine what allocation they would make to free 

press and fair trial. As will be shown later, however, two or 

~ore groups may arrive at the same allocation given the legal 

constraints under which they must operate although the two 

groups may not receive the same satisfaction from the same 

allocation. 

:\ 
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II. SCORING THE CITIES AND RESPONDENTS 

A. ON THE OCCURRENCE OF FREE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL 

In order to give each city a free press score, the 

following steps ~1ere followed to eSltablish a scale as a basis 

for the scoring system: 
1. For each item (a through i) in ;:;.~.'-i. part I of the 

questionnaire, consider a 0 0%,' 1 response to be the 

II no , information not. released. II Consider 
same as 
a 2 or 3 response to be the same as lIyes, informa-

S ' 
tion released. II . 

2. For each respondent on each item, if the respondent 

says "yes, information released ll to any of the 

three sources of information (police, prosecution, 

or defense), then consider that item of information 

to be released by the press in the respondent 5 s ',' 

city. If the respondent says "no, information not 

released" to all three sources, then consider that 

information to be withheld by the press in the 

~ 
respondent's city. 

3. Consider each respondent to come from a separate 

city in vieW of ~he difficulty and lack of need of 

determining to what extent two or more'respondents 

, , 7 
came from the same city. . 

4. For all the respondents or cities taken together 
'1\ 

on each item
i 

determine'what percentllof the cities 

". 

" 

'~----~---------~----------------y~~----------------------------~~---------I c'~·< -

released the i.nformation involved and what percent 

wi thheld the informati()1.1. 

Performing those simple c~lcl.1lations reveal.-s that some 

items were much more frequently r.·eleased to the press than 

others. If we arrange the i tf'~ms from those most frequently 

~ re eased, we obtain the released down to those leas~ frequently 1 

following scale: 

1. Name a,nd charge--Only 2 percent of the cities 

failed to release this information. This in effeot 

means that 98 percent of the respondents reported 

their cities did release this informa.tion. 

2. Details of arrest--l3 percent withheld this 

information. 

31. 

4" 

5 .. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Evidence seized at arrest--36 percent withheld. 

Criminal record--50 percent \'.d thheld. 

Statements by accused--64 percent withheld. 

Witness testimony--65 percent withheld. 

Test results--65 percent ~dthhe1.d. 

Opinions on case--74 percent" 

Guilty plea bargaining-.. 77 percent. 

This information was used to establish a free press 

E3coring system ranging theoretically from 0 to 100 on which 

each city could be Positioned.
8 

To position a city, one deter

mines what ~\ts release score was for each i tern::: and then observes 

what was the highest item on the above scale whi .. ch was generally 

,released in theditlO~f~\rmlb'ighest item released i~ a given 
,~-= 

\'. 
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, '\, 
city ~~r~~ements by the ac.cused,then that city would receiv9 

a free presls SCO.l:'e ot; 64. If, however, that city did not 

release criminal reco~t:'ds even though releasing criminal records 
• I to g , 
~s lower on the aboveAscale, then that city would receive a 

, ' 

free pleese score of only 36 because releasing evidence seized 

would be the highest item released by the city before its 

release pattern became inconsistent with the above scale. Thus, 

the free press score of a city represents the percentage with

held in the above sca;e of the highest item which the city 

releases before inconsistencies occur in its release pattern:t 

This apprca,ch minimizes inconsiste-ncies in the positioning of:, 

cities without having to change the order of or eliminate items 
-10 in the above scale. 

The above scale can also be used to establish a scoring 

system for positioning each city with regard to the fairness of 

its criminal trials on . the issue of pretrial prejudicial 

press publicity. To do so, one simply determines the free press 

score of a oi ty using the c.\bove free press 8co,:ir'lg .method. One 

. then obtains the complement of that score to ob'tain the city's 

fair trial score. For eXGimp.le I if the above mentioned hypo-
i) 

thetical city received a free press score of 36, then it would " 

ibgically receive a fair trial scor~ of 64w 

B. ON SATISFACTION WITH FREE PRESS AND :PAIR TRIAL 

We have now determined the position of each city as 

perce! ved by each respondent on an empirical measur~~ of freedom 

(J 

',) 

1 
,~ 

d f . of 1". (-}~:!_. s vis-a-vis prejudicial of the press an al.r~ess, , j"~ 
L,_, 

, Next we need t'o determine the degree qf 
=_~pr~trial publicity. 

satisfaction expressed by each respongent with the situation in. 

his city on those two variables. To do this n we need to deter

mine for each respondent what his normative values are on these 

variables, and then try to measure the difference between what 

he wants for his citly and wha·t he is getting as a rough measu.re 

of his satisfaction. 
The four items (p through s) in part II of the ques-

tionnaire can be used to determine each respondent's values on 

In order to give ea:ch 
the free press-fair trial controversy-

respondent an attitude score, the following steps were followed: 

1. For each item (p through a), convert a ++ or a + 

.. th J.' tem is worded favorably response to a 1 J.f e 

toYtlard free pl.-ess, and convert a -- or a .... 

response to a 0 if_ the item is worded '!=Wfavorably 

toward free pressl'i. If a neutral response, or a 

S l.
·s ~J.'ven. convert that to 'a score of non-respon e ':1 • 

h' l'S i is, and O's, 2. For each respondent, sum J.S , 

" 

b 4 SJ.'nce there are four items. 
and then diviqe Y 
This Xiill 9i ve each respondent a p:ro_free-press 

l ~O One obtains a score of 0 score from 0 to C,. 
. ,'. t&.'7!~\ 

if he e)xpresses an unfavorable ~'~~~}.I.~\~'~"" toward free 
; ,. h bt '\rts a score of 

press Oi~ all four i 1i:ems, < and e 0 all\J_ 

100 if he consistently expresses a favprab'ie 

, 
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ti 
atti tudel toward free prese,. 

~hese 0 to 100 scores 
~. 

can be :t!oughly interpreted,,!iS indicating the per

centage of free press the respondent would like to 

see in his comro:l1nlty. 

Since both the atti.'i::,ude or no,rmati ve score and the 

occurrence or empirical score for each respondent =" measured 

oh"'o to 100 scales like percentages, the attitude score can be 

compared with the cceurrence score to give a rough measure of 

the dissatisfaction gap between eaCh respondent's normative and 

empirical status. For .eltample, a respL,uient who wants 90 0.; 

\\ 

percent free press but is getting only 60 percent has 1\30 

percentage points dissat,isfaction gap. Likewise a respondent 

who wants 50 percent frete press but is getting 70 percent has a 

20 percentage points di"satisfaction gap. So that we can talk 

about satH;faction rather than dissatisfaction, the dissatis-

faction gap for eaCh respondent can be subtracted from 100 

(which is the maximum d:Lssatisfaction possible) to, give a 

satisfaction score. ThUS. our first hypothetiCal 1,espon
dent 

would in that sense be 70 percent satisfied, and our second 

respondent would''Qe 80 percent satisfied. 

The above measurem~~nt of the satisfaction variable 

would be more meaningful if part U . of the portion of the ques-

tionnaire reproduced in Fiqure 1 had asked, "For eaCh itel1\ (a 
(, 

througp i) indicate whet~er you think ,the 'item should be 

released to the press." This' would m!ike the normative and 

empirical scoring systems more comparable, ' When the original o 

f 

J ~, 

, 
.,.' 

\~ Ii 
),I 

/I 10 

questionnaire ' was being prepared, however 't , 1 was not anticipated 

that the- I ,.;:"" resu ts would be usedtn a linear 
designed to determine programming model 

a free press" f ' 
order to m ' , ,-'.'! a1r trial a~J.ocation in 

aX1m1ze satisfaction wh' 1/ 1ch could be measured b~7 

normative standards v ;.r .. ex:sus empirical actua.li ty. 13 
using different Nevertheless 

normative and ' I emp1rical scoring systems w1'th 

similar zero to 1 a 00 inte:r:'pret t' " a 10n still probably produces about 

the same rank order on satisfaction among th 
using the e respondents as 

same normative and em " , p1r1cal scoring systems would. 14 

Only the absolute rather than the relative measure of satis-

faction is affected and I the free press scale is not affected at 

of the linear programming all. For sure, the presentation 

methodology which follows is not affected, especially w1'th regard 

to it~ ability to present the optimizing of free press, fair 

trial allocations as a graphical benefi t·-CClst problem. 

III. THE ~ROBLEM GRAPHED 

A. THE AXES AND THE CONSUMPTION POSSIBLITY LINE 

Figure 2 is a two-dimensional graph which describes 

the free press, fair trial problem. The vertical dimension 

shows the free press scale.which we previously discussed. The 

horizontal dimension shows the fair trial~ scale which is just 

the complement or reverse side of the free \l press scale. B 

scales are expressed 1'n t oth erms of p ercentage-like numbers as 

well as in descr1'pt' 1ve words wh' h 1C refer to the informational 



FroURE 2. ALLOCATI.NG CIYIL LIBERTmSUNITS' TO FREE J:Ilmss 
AND FAIR TRIAL SO AS TO MAXIMIZE SATISFACT,toN 
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Point A is where free press is maximized and fair trial is minimized within 
the const,saints. At that point, FP = 65~ FT :35,,1' and S = yo 

Point B is where fair trial is maximized and free press is minimized within 
the constraints. At that point, FP :~ 50, FT = 50~ and S :::7(' 
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items which might be released prior to a defc:mdant's criminal 

trial. As one moves upward on the free pre~1i~ scale, one obtl~ins 

more freedom of the press. As one moves olltwa.rd or rightward 

on the fair trial. scale from items 1 to 9;) one obtains more 

fairness in trial procedure vis-a-vi~-; prejudicial pretrial 

publici·ty. 

The diagonal line running from the northwest cprner of 

the graph to the southeast corner is referred to as an equal 

cost line. This is so because all points on that line in'llolve 

an equal expendi~ture of 100 percent of the scarce civil libet'-

ties units available. Thus, a point toward the northwest ma~· 

involve 80 perc/ant free press land 20 percent fair trial : a. 

point toward the middle may imro1ve 60 percent free press al'ld 

40 percent fail; trial ; and a point toward the southeast on 

the diagonal line may involve only 30 pe.rcent free press bu.t 

70 percent faj.r trial. The civil liberties units to be 

. allocated bebleen free press and fair trial 11, • .'u:'e scarce in the 

sense that we cannot have both 100 percent free press and 

100 percent fair trial • 

The equal cost line might also be referred to as a 

consumption possibility line. This is so because we ca'mot 
(, 

consume more than 100 percent of tl:'te civil ~iberties units 

available, and because we would not want to consume less than 

100 percent of the civil liberties units available. This line 

is thus both a maximum and a minimum total cost line. Therefore, 

the optimum allocation of civil liberties units tg free press 

and fair trial must lie somewhere along this left diagonal 1ine~ 
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lB. " THE LEGAL CONSTRAINTS 

C .. . ts eOn the censump' tien pessibility line, ertal.n pe::.n .. 

however. are eff limits in light.of the constraints imposed 
t , . 

en the problem by the 

which may have seught 

~ i 

ceurts bar asseciations, and legislatures , 
to place boundaries around the legally 

feasible allecation. One can determine that free press grea"cer 

than the 65 percent level is likely to be viewed as illegal in , 

view of the degree ef the cerresponding lessening of fairness 

in criminal precedureat that level. This 65 percent upper FP 

censtraint means that.' I1'.o.st ceurts we~~ ;:'~~ consider a trial to be 

tainted such that semeene might be held in contempt er repri

manded, a change of venue might be erdered, er a new trial might 
\ 

the press '\"eleased befere trial (1) ilnfcrmatien· ,be granted if "" 

on a pessible plea of gui:l ty to' the effense erte a lesser 

charge, er (2) edi terial clpinions en the guilt er innccence cf 

the accused er cn the merits of the case. 

The upper legal 'constraint en free press was determined 
15 by the authers frem an analysis of (1) relevant coul~t cases, 

( 2) the results ef a questiennaire survey directed ~:e news-, 

paper editors in 1968 eencerrd;.ttg their practices and ceurt 

. 16 '; () practices in free press ,fair tr'ial si tuatiens, a~ld 3 an 

, '. 1 17 analysis of bar asseciatien statements and periodic~ll artl.C es. 

None ef the items in tlu;: questiennaire ef Figure 1 were used,' 

could be used, er shculd be used tO,determine the legal con-

'straints of Figure 2. This is so. since the questionnaire items 

"I 

,;~~~~~-

14 

do not ask what is the law in the respcndent's community, but 

instead ask (a ihretlgh i) what are the practices cf police, 

prcsecuters, and defense attorneys and (p through s) what 

shculd be the law. Hcwever, cnce the legal constraints are 

determined largely by tradi t,icnal legal analysis, the answers 

to' the questions ef Figure 1 can be used to' indicate within the 

range of these censtraints what these eccupatienal greups in 

effect censider to. be the eptimum allecatien ef free press and 

fair trial in light ef their nermative values. 

LikeWise, frem a similar legal analysis the lower cen

straint en free press was determined. The legal analysis 

indicated that restricting free press belew the 50 percent level 

weuld be likely to be viewed as illegal in view ef the undue 

infringements upen the first amendment which such a level 

represents e This means that mest courts weuld censider uncen

stitutienal any legislatien er lewer court erders designed to. 

prehibit the release cf (1) the name ef the accused and the 

charge, (2) details ef the arrest, and (3) evidence seized 

at the arrest. The eptimum allecation of civil. liberties units 

to' ;fJ;'ee press, and fair trials therefcre must nct exceed the 

upper er lewer free speech censtraints in Figure 2 er the cem

plementary upper er lewer fair trial constraints. In ether 

words~ the optimum pcint must lie somewhere en the diaqonal 

equal'cest er ccnsumpticn pcssibility line at er between points 

A and B. But where? 

'\\ 
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ltV. SOME SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM 

" 

A .. FOR ALL RESPONDING GROUPS, COMBINED 

The optimum point on the diagonal ~'\ithin the. constraints 

should be at the point where we maximize~he collective satis

faction of our total respondents or of some subgroup from among 

the respondents. We preyiQusly' described how we measured the 

satisfaction of an individual respondent. What we would like to 

do now is determine an equation which will represent the rela-

tionbetween the (1) ft'ee pr~ss scores and the fair trial scores 

of the respondents' cities and (2) the satisfaction scores of 

the respondents .. 

We can derive such an equation by feeding into a computer 

or an appropriate formula the free press, fair trial, and the 

satisfaction scores for each city along with ,a regression 

an,alysis program. 18 Doing so with 'this data yields an equation 

which says: 

Satisfaction = 75 + .15 X {Free Press Score) 

- .15 x (Fair Trial Score) 

Ell¥:i}Z'essed in words, the predicted satisfaction of a respondent 

equals 75 plus ,15 times the free press sco:r;~ of his city minus 

.15 times the fair trial score of his city.19 

The +.15 indicate,s the ratio between a change in 

satisfaction and a change i1;1 free speech occurrence." It means 
" 

that, when free speech goes up 100 )?ercent, satisfaction goes up 

15. percent. Likewise,:the -.15 indieates the ratio between a, 

/j \ 
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change in satisfaction and a change in fair trial OCcurrence. 

It means that When fair trial goes up 100 percent , sa.tisfaction 
goes down 15 percent. Th 75 " d" e ~n ~cates the amount of satis-

faction obtained if the percent or score of free speech 

occurrend~ equals the 
percent~r score of fair trial occurrence. 20 

One can also think of the regress';on ... equation a,s being the for-

mula for calculating a net benefit. In t~at sense the 75 is a 

fixed benefit (analogous to a fl."xed cost) that exists even if 
FP and FT are both O. The .1.5 FP is thus like variable income, 

and the .15 FT is like a variable cost. 

With this key equation we can now determine the satis

faction level at any point on our consumption possibility line. 

For example, at point B the free press score is 50, and the fair 

trial score is also 50. Th b 1 us I Y pugging those, two scores into 

the abo'\.1e equation, we find that at po;nt B, our . ' ... combl.ned group 

of respondents will aChieve apprOXimately 75 units of satis-

faction, Likewise, at point A" the free pres·s . 65 score l.S , and 
the fair trial score is 35. B 1 Y pugging thoze bl0 scores into 

the equation, we find that our combined group of respondents 

will aChieve approximately 80 units of satisfaction. 

The right diagonal 11."nes ';n F';gure 2 i ...... go ng fJr.tff.t1 th,e 

southwest to the northeast are referred to as equal benefit 

lines, equal satisfaction lines, or indifference lines. They are 

so named because all allocation points on anyone of those lines 

will produce an equal amount of t" f . sa ~s actl.on, and one will thus 

(~ , 

i' 
ft 
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feel indifferent: between any two points on the same line if 

the constraints are temporarily ignored. For example, any 

poin'" on the equal satisfaction line going through point B 

will produce 75 units of satisfaction since any po,int on that 

line involves equal amounts of free press and,fair trial which 

thereby cancel each other out and cause the satisfaction level 

to besqual to the constant 75 in the above equation. Like

wise, any point on the equal satisfaction line going through 

point A will produce 80 units of satisfaction since any pOint 

on that line involves a combination of free press and fair 

hearing scores which when multiplied by +.15 and -.15 

respectively and then Cl.idded to the constcint of 75 will yield a 

satisfaction score of 80. A similar interpretation can be 
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given to a satisfaction line at the 90 unit level to the north

west above point A and to a satisfact;ion line att1"l:e 60 unit 

level to the southeast below point B. 

Thus, as one changes allocations from southwest to 

northeast on any given satisfaction line, one is still obtaining 

equal amounts of satisfaction. As mentioned before, however, one 

cannot meaningfully make an allocation that is northeast above 

the consumption possibility line because that would involve 

allocating m9re than 100 perc(!;:nt of the civil. liberties units 
. ''''''. 

available 6 Likewise, one would, not want to make an allocation 

that is southwest below the consumption possibility line 

because that would involve allocat:i.ng less than 100 percent of 

" the civ::i.1 liberties units available. i~~ote, though, that as one 

I~:' 

I:"··,· 

.. 
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,. 

changes allocations from the southeast to the northwest (from 

B to A), one obtains increasing amounts of satisfaction. As 

mentioned before~ however, one cannot make an allocation (with 

confidence o~ legal impunity) that is southeast below point B 

or northwest above point A given the legal constraints which. 

the courts generally seem to have tried to impose. 

18. 

Therefore, point A represents the optimum allocation of 

civil liberties units to free press and fair trial in order to 

maximize the satisfaction of our total set of respondents. At 

point A, 65 percent of the civil liberties units are allocated 

to free press and 35 percent to fair trial. This means that 

the press should be allowed to release information on name and 

charge, details of the arrest, evidence seized at arresta 

criminal record, statement~~ by accused, witness testimony, 

test results, and eq~ally (o~ less) mild bits of information; 

but the press should withhold more prejudicial bits of informa

tion SllCh as editorial opinions on the case OJ:' guilty plea 

bargaining. 

It is relevant to note that in the average city in the 

sample, the respondent reported an empirical allocation of 38 

percent to free speech and 62 percent to fair' trial. This 

empirical mix is shown as point C on the conDump~iQn possibility 

line~ It produces 71 satisfaction units given the equation for 

translating a free p~ess, fair trial allocation into a ,satis

faction score. One also obtains an average satisfaction score 

of 71 if o~e sums the individual satisfaction scores of the 

(I 
II 
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: '. re'spondents and divides by the number of respondents rather than 

" US!:) the ~.)quation, which translate,s free press, l;air tl':ial, alloca

tions to satisfaction, units. Obtainifig the same S Sq.I3!;E! of.· 71 

by both methods serves as a check on the accuracy of the 

regression equation. 

The empirical average of 71 is below the 80 satisfaction 
i'. 

un.;f,ts obtai.nable from the optimum feasible allocation ~ltpoint All 

'J.1h.~ empirical allocation of point C may be lower tJ:lcm t~he, 

optimum allocation of point A because editors, police, prosec"

t~!rs, and. defense atto;r;neys withhold more pretrial ;i.nformatiQn 

from the newspapers and the public than iliey legally need to. 

Th~y may over-withhold due to a misperception of the legal 

restrictions, and due to the fact that legal sanctio~:%~ are more 

likely to be imposed for releasing too much information rather 

than too little. 

Bs FOR E..'I\CH GROUP SEPARATELY 

The optimum a.llocation might be different if we der:f.ved 

our satisfaction e~lation by just usinqthe data from one of 

the four groups of respondents (newspaper editors, police 

.qniefs, prosecuting attorneys, and defense ajctorn1eys) rather 

I.' ' • "than/all four toget.her,.. Do';n9 so yi Id at' f ti ~ . - ~ s sa 18 ac on. equa-
"\ I) 

,~ion for l'lGWspaper editors of S I: 63 + <1142 (FP) - .4~, CFT); for 
.", 

police c:hiefs, S = eo + 
.'. 
'~:~6 (F!?) - .26 (FT); :Q,~~~r prosecutors, 

$ = 79 + .16 (FP) .16 CPT); for def'ense:attomeys'~ 
s = 76 + .08 CfP)' - ~O8 (FTL. 

!/ 
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Each of these equations will yield a set of indif

ference lines sloping from the southwest to the northeast because 
If 

they all involve opposite signs for free press ai\~d fair trial 

given ithe positive correlation of these two variables in 

producing a constant ~evel of satisfaction. 2l The indifference 

lines fo\r the newspaper editors have a much flatter slope than 

the lines for the other groups because the editors are willing 

to trade .a relati"17ely lot of fair trial for a little bit more olf 

free press. 22 The indifference lines for the defense attorneys, 

on the other hand, have a much steeper slope because they are 

willing to trade a relatively lot of free press for a little bit 

more of fair trial. 23 Consistent with the relative weight each 

group gives to free press versus fair trial is the relative 

order of the constants in the four equations. This is SOi in 

view of the fact that editors obtain the lowest satisfac'tion 

(only 63 units) of the four groups when the percent of ~ree 

speech occurrence equals the percent of fair trial occurrence, 

and the other groups obtain the relatively higher satisfaction 

(76 to 80 units). 

It is interesting to note that point A is th'e optimum 

point fQr all four groups because they all give more weight 

to free press (a positive regression weigh~ and correlation) 

in the above equat,ions than to fair trial (a negative regression 

weight and coorela:tion). As mentioned, however ,newspaper 

editors give even more weight to free press than; defense 

attorneys do, with police chiefs and prosecutor,s in the middle. 
~/~--;--. 
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Thus for all four groups, as one moves up from 'southeast to 

northwest in Figure 2, one obtains higher levels of satis

fac~Aon so long as free priess has a posi ti ve sign and fair 
.'( . 24 This trial a negative sign in each satisfaction equat10n. 

probably reflects the fact that all four groups along with the 

Supreme Court may recognize that freedom of speech and freedom 

of the press do have a preferred position in the Constitution 

( 1 d · fa1' r trial 1" are not so in that all the other rights inc u 1ng ~ 

meaningful if one cannot communicate to the general' public 

that those rights are being violated. 

2\1 
,\ 

If the defense attorneys had given more weight to fair 

trial than to free press (such that f.air trial would have a 

positive sign and free press a negative sign in their satis

faction equat:i.on'}, then for defense attorneys moving down from 

northwest to ~outheast in the allocation would produce greater 

satisfaction rather than moving up from southeast to northwest. 

This would rtl,ean that ... for de{:ense attorneys point B rather than 

point A would be the optimum allocation point. 

Although all four groups here had a positive correla

tion b~tween free press and satis~action (meaning a negative 
'/ 

correlation between fair trial and satisf:~~tion when FP and FT 

are in conflict), criminal defendants probably would have had 

a re~erse correlation if they had been surveyed. 25 This is so 

since they have more at stake than the others in getting a fair 

trial (meaning a trial with less likel.fht:)od of conviction due to 

prejudicial press publicity) ahd since the educational level of 

.. 

r 
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criminal defendarlts usually (.~orrelates low or less high with 

intellectual abstractions like freedom of speech. The correla

tions of all four groups might·nave also been reversed if fair 

trial as used here meant right to counsel, cross-examination, 

and an unbiased judge, and not just right to be free of pre

judicial press publicity. Likewise the positive correlations 

would be even strollger if free pr,ess included the right of 

newspapers to report on political events and carry po,lr:i tical 

editorials, and not just the right to report on pending 

criminal trials. 

At point A where free press is 65 and fair trial is 35, 

then (given the above four equations) newspaper editors will 

obtain 75 units of satisfaction, police chiefs 88 units, prose

cuting attorneys 83 units, and defense attorneys 78 units •. 

This shows that relatively speaking the newspaper editors are 

the least satisfied of the four groups at the optimum po~nt since 

they would especially like to have a more free press in order to 

, have a higher level of satisfaction. More free press than 

point A provides, however, would exceed the upper FP legal 

constraint shown. 

If the uppe~ legal constraint of 65 on free press ~~uld 

be raised so as to allow for a free press score of one additional 

unit to 66 along with a fair trial score of one less unit 

to .34, then the additional satisfaction of newspaper editors 

would increase by .84.units (from 75.60 to 76.44): the addi

tional satisfaction of police chiefs, by .52 units: of prosecutors, 

\\ 
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by .32 units; andr; the additional satisfaction of defense 

attorneys 'would incr'ease by only .16 units. 2,6 The additional 

satisfaction of newspaper editors from raising this upper 

constraint is about five times g~eater than the additional 

satisfaction of defense attorneys bec~use additional free 

press is more exciting to newspaper editors than it is to 

defense attorneys. Both gr.oups, however, obtain some addi

tional satisfaction from the additional free press because, 

as mentioned, they both value free press more highly than fair 

trial. 27 
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v. SOME AtTERNATIVE OR SUPPLEMENTARY PERSPECTIVES ON THE PROBLEM 

A. EMPHASIZiNG OPTIMUM LEVEL ~tATHER THAN OPTIMUM MIX 

I 

Instead of plotting free press on the vertical axis 

against fair trial on the horizontal axis as we did in Figure 2, 

we could plot satisfaction (scored 0 to 100)on the vertical axis 
Ii 

and both free press and fair trial (scored 0 to 100) on the 

horizontal axis as is done in Figux'e 3. The vertical line 

rising from the 35 score on the horizontal scale shows the 

minimum fair trial constraint; the one at the 65 score shQWS the 

maximum free press constraint: and the one at the 50 score shows 

the maximum fair trial and the minimum free press constraints 

with the same line. 

We then plot S = 75 +.15(FP) - .1S(FT) on Figure 3. 

Howev~r, since w~ can o~)Y plot 
, II 

f 
/ / I 0 

one dependent variable and one 
I 
\< 

(\ '. 

FIG/JRE 3. FINDING TIm OP"tIMUM LEVEL OFF~SSA~SSSFAnr'I'ION 
AND FAIR TRIAL SO AS TO }1l\XIM1Zl.!< .1:;..! u,l. 
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Point A is where free press is maximized and fair tri,alis minimi~ed within 
the constraints. At that point, FP = 65, FT = 35, and S - 80. 

Point B is where fair trial is maximized and free pr~!ss is minimi:e~5within 
the constraints. At that point, FP = 50, FT == 50, and S - ~ 

h free p.re~s and fair trial aTe in the average cit: in the 
Point C is w er~ At that point, FP= 38, FT = 62, and S - 71. survey •. 
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'independent variable on this two dimenEd,OJ:1.al gr-.ph, we (i!l'XJffress 
,,\ 

FT in terms of FP at the pOint where we spend all 10Q O:f!, our 
<~ ,,> ; , 

civil libertie~ units. At that point FT = 100 ~,FP. Substitu

ting 100 - FP for FT in our basic equation and simplifying, we 

get S = 75 + .l5(FP) - .15(100 - FP) = 60 + .30FP. If ~e plot 

this line or relation between S and FP, we see that the more 

free press we have, the more satisfaction we will receive 
28 although we cannot have more than 65 free press. ~t 65 FP, 

we get an S of 80. 

Likewise we can plot S = 75 + .15(FP) - .1S(FT) 

expressirlgF'P in terms of FT instead of vice versa. Doing so 

and simplifying means S = 75 + .15(100 - FT) - .l5(FT) = 
90 - .30FT. If we plot this line or relation between Sand FT, 

we can see that the less fair trial we have, 'the more satis

faction we will receive although we cannot have less than 35 

fair trial. At 35 F~, we get an S of 80. Thus Figure 3 like 

Figure 2 says we can maximize our satisfaction within the con

straints by allowing 65 perc~nt free press and 35 percent fair 

trial for a maximum satisfaction of 80 satisfaction units. This 

means we allow w~tness te~timony, 

d.amaging 

or more 

evidence to 'be released, 
~\\ 

II, 

damaging evidena~. 
··.~I 

test results, and also less 
editorial 

but notAopinions on the case 

As an oversimplification of our problem, we could create 

a Figure 4 by ignoring the vertical satisfaction axis .~d simply 

say get all the free press one can up to the 65 FP maXimum, and 

get as little fair trial as one can down to the 35 FT minimum. 

,:. 

," 

We WOUld, however, not know that free press had a higher cor

relation with satisfaction than fair t~ial does if we had no 
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way of measu1C~ng satisfaction. In addition, if we ignore the 

satisfaction variable, then we can.n.Qt. (1) analyze the relative 

$a.tisfact:i.on of the different groups of evaluators, (2) talk 

about ~ount of opportunity costs, (3) compare the,opti~urr alloca-
ttOl1 with iihe empirical average allZ'1cat:i.on, or (4) draw upon ·rele
vant economic theory. 

Thc:! Figure 3 perspective might be referred to as a 

calculus pE-lrspective since- it involves the saiae basic operations 

one uses in applying differential cal'c~llus to f.ind a maximum 

level on a curved or straight line. The linear programming (or 

optimum mbc) perspective has the following advantages o\"er the 

calculus {()r optimum level ) perspective: 

1. ThE:! linear programming perspective emphasizes that our 

problem is basically one of chOOSing between free press 

and fair trial or'one of finding an optimum mix between 

th()se two alternatives. This is reflected in the fact 

thc:t.t the linear programming perspective puts those 

al1~ernatives on opposite axes rather than on the same 

hOJrizontal axis as in the calculus perspective. 

2~ Thl9 LP perspective (and especially a non-linear 

programming perspective with curved equal satisfaction 

lines) enables us to draw upon the vast body of theory 

which economists have developed with regard t~ indif

ference curves, consumption-possibility lines, and the 

ma.ximizing of consumer satisfaction. 
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3. The L~ perspective is especially designed to handle 

, easily a problem with multiple constraints like the free 

press, 'fair trial problem. To handle suc!r:o.- constraints, 

the calculus approach 6ften requires the use of com

plicat~d equations involving what are called ~agrange 
1,) 

multipliers. The LP approach is virtually ~,t:he only 

useable approach if there are minimum and maximum con-

straints on the satisfaction variable and the total cost 

variable as well as the two activity variableS. 

4. The LP perspective involves much simpler arithmetic, 

algebra, and geometry. Geometrically speaking it 

enables us easily to see and understand on one graph 

the feasible region or feasible line segment, the 

benefits maximization point, the costs minimization 

point, and other key points. To do so using the cml~u

Ius approach often requires usinq more graphs, more 

linfis ,and more points. 

5. One can even 1;~$e a form of the LP approa.ch called 

requirements space to show on a two dimensional surface 

the optimum allocation among many activity variables 

simultaneously which would be e~tremely cumb~rsome if 

not impossible with the calculus approach. 

In either appr~ach a regression equation needs to be 

generated between free press and satisfaction from the raw 

questiqnnaire data after it is punched on IBM cards. with at 

least one card per respoodent and at least the tw.o variaJbles 

of fre.·;.~press al"ld satisfaction 

per carda Generating a regression equation is nQ~mally quite 

easy with a canned regression analysis program especially if 
~ 6 

one usltes the simplifying formulas for obtaining mul·tivariate 

regression equations Tt7hen Xl + X2 = 1 •. 0 as described in the 

appendix to this article. 

tii th as simple an 11l? problem a$ depicted in Figure 2, 
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after obtaining the ~egression equation, orl"e can eo.sily determine 

the optimum allocation (point A) or other allocations (like 

points B and C) and th$1r corresponding satisfaction scoreS 

either visually or with simple algebra. For such a problem, 

one therefore need not use a canned LP program to arrive at 

t he FP FT and S values of points A, B, or C. What is , , 
important is not the LP mathematics (which is referred to as the 

simplex algorithm), but rathe~~the Ll? conceptual perspective 

which emphasizes (1) finding the optimum allocation between 

actiVities, (2) operating under constraints as to how much or 

how little of each activity one must have, and (3) having the 

optimum depend on the relation between the activities and some 

measure of satisfaction or benefits. 

The calculus approach of :r"igure 3 does more clearly ShOl'1 

than Figq,re 2 the oppoztunity costs we ~e" suffering by not 

b d constral.'nts out one notch in both direetions moving-our oun ary 

( ' ~ f press up to 66 and minimum fair trial down l..e., maX1lnUm ree 

to 34). This .means we can someWhat more easily read off the 

incremental satisfactiO,n in Figure 3 from those changes in the 
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constraints than we can frOm Figure 2 although both approaches 

requi~e using algebra to get the exact opportunity costs. 
If 

The main' •. advantage of the calculus appro~'ch over 

the linear programming approach, however, occurs when thet'e1a

tion between the activities and satisfaction is substantially 

non-linear, especially with diminishing absolute returns rather 

than just diminishing marginal returns. Then the mathematics 

becomes sl~bstantia11y simpler if one thinks in terms of finding 

an optimum level on free press ra'ther than an optimum mix between 

free press and fair trial provided one knows differential 

calculus. We now turn to the question of whether or not the 

relation between free press and satisfaction is subrstantiall"y 

non-linear within the legal constraints. 

B. A NON-LINEAR, DIMINISHING RETURNS PERSPECTIVE 

As another alteFnative perspective, Figure 2 could be 

dJ:'!?.\wn with curved equal satisfaction lines that would reflect 

the fact that an extra unit of free speech (or free trial) 

gi ves l~~ss satisfaction when one. already has much free speech 

(or faix' trial) than when onabas little free speech. such 
,:, 

curved lines could be based on an equation that has the non

linear form S =a" (FP)bl (FT)b2 or the equivalent Log S = 

Log a + bl (Log FP) + b 2(Log
n
FT) rather than the linear form 

S ~ a + b:t (FP) ... b2 (FT). We can obtain the values of a~ bl , 

and b 2 in the non-linear equation by feeding into a comput$r 

the logarithms of the fre~ press,':fa:[~ trial, and satisfaction 

O~'\ 
\, 
1.1 
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scores for sach city along with a 

Doing so yields an equation which 

regr~ssion analysis J?rogr~.~ 29 

sJys S ~ 79(FP)·17 CFT):·03 

where FP and FT are decimals rnngingfrom 0 to 1.0. 
/-; 

The 79 in that equatiolt indicat~~ the number of units 

of satisfaction obtained if both FP and ~"T could equal 1.0 .. 

The .17 indicates the power to wh:!.ch FP should be raised to 
b b 

'ohtain a curved equation (of the form Y = ~(Xl) 1 ·(X
2

) 2) that 

represents as close a fit to the data as possible. The.03 

indicates the power to which the reciprocal of FT should be 

raised for the SaIne purpose. The .17 also indicates that if 

FT is held constant and FP goes up 100 percent, then S will go 

up 17 percent. Likewise the -.03 indicates that i£ FP is held 

consta.nt and FT goes up 100 percent, then S wtll go down 

3 percent., ~O 

In theory such a non-linear e~~ation represents a 

better fit to the data than a liI),ear equa.tion when one is 

trying to find the optimum mix between alternative activities 

or policies. ';tIherangeQf diversity on the satisfaction vari

able or the activity vari,;at'l~es in the real. world, however, may 

not be so great as to produce much difference in the goodness of 

the fit between the non-linear equation and the linear one. 

'li}\is was the case with q, FP, ~~nd FTwhere the non-

linear equation did not account for substanti~lly more variation 

on S by FP and FTuthan did the linear equation at l~ast for the 

combined group.3l If S = 79(FP)·17(FT)-·03 had expressed the 
'\ 

data substantially better than S = 7S + .t~(FP)- .1S(FT), 

'. 

o 



then figures 2 and 3 coulc1 have been drawn on the basis of the 

non-linear equation. The small increased predictive power of 

the non-linear eqUation, however, is not enough to offset the 

greater simplicity and clarity of the present linear versions 

of figures 2 and 3. 

Even with the non-linear satisfaction lines~ the 

optimum allocation to free press and free speech is still 

" II 65 FP (dr-~~, peJ:'.c9nt FP) and • 35FT since the curve of the 

satisfaction lines is so sli9ht. 32 The non-linear optimum 
~~-. 

'-~<""-~~!' allocation produces somewhat less satisfaction than the linear 
~\\ 

\one sill~e 79 (.65)·17 (.35)-·03 equals an S of 74 rather (~-pan 
\:.~~_ j:;I) 

80"";""put'this lowered satisfaction is more accur<;lte since the 

non_l~inear equation fits the dots slightly better. 33 Never-
/, 

theles~, as mentioned above, the small increase in accuracy 

here probably does not sufficiently offset the substantial 

increase in complexity over the linear approach. 

v. SOME CONCLUSIONS 

31 

Applying linear programming and indifference line 

analysis to the free press, fair~trial issue pr~ides a number 

of possible gains 'with regard to forcing one who makes the 

applicatie-n (or consumes the results) to b~, more pr~cise and 

.. imagin.a:ti ve in: (1) defining the problem, (2) deciding what 
!.-

data is needed to resolve the problem, (3) measuring the 

r-elevant alternative FP, FT variables, (4) graphing the problem, 

1 
I 

j 

~-~--.,--------------------------------~.~--:p 
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(5) clarifying the legal constraints, (6) calculating the cost 

and benefit relations with the alternative variables, (7) de-

ciding whose goals Or values should be recognized, and 

(8) deriving various optimum allocations from the above 

considerations. 

Although linear programming and indifference line 

analysis encourage precision, it has the further benefit that 

32 

it does not require precision. Thus even if the free press 

measurement and the satisfaction measurement did not accurately 

position some respondents or cities, a substantial sample dilutes 

the impact of such measurement errors. In addition if the cor

relation between free press and satisfaction is invalidly too 

high or too low for the combined group of evaluators or for any 

separate set of evaluators" this will not affect the optimum 

allocation between free press and fair trial. This is so because 

so long as there is a positive correlation betwe~n free press 

:and satisfaction, we should seek to have as much free press and 

as little fair trial as possible within the constraintp~ Like

wise if there were a positive correlation between. fair. trial 

and satisfaction, \tIe should seek to hav~ as much fair trial as/ 

possible wi thin the constraints. Thus 't1.le degree of correlation 

is not important for determining the opti)l1um.allocation although 

it does have a bearing on how much satisfaction will be achieved 

by that optimum allocation. 

In addition to free press versus fair trial, linear 

programming and·indifferellce line analysis can be applied to 

// \ ... 
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other"',,pol;i.cy prqblems which ,,:ill-Volve the": i allocati~~n Qifo lim!ted 

resources to alternative variables in l.ight of vario'd,I~·COn.':" 

straints and goals. 34 Other applicable policy problemls 

J",' 
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include (1) middle income housing versus lower income li;t.m.sl.ing 

in publi,i6 l;!;ousing programs, ( 2) on-the- j ()b training Vlrtl.·l~~US 

formal schQ'©'ling in manpower developl'nent programs, and It 3) law 

reform versus case handl.ing in the operations ~,f the OEO ;Legal, 

services program. 3S In tnaking these applications, gains similar 

to the eight mentioned above can be obtained even when the 

alternative variables, the costs, and the benefits are non

monetary in nature~ It is hoped this paper will further 

stimulate more such applications of linear programming and 

indi.fference line analysis to legal policy problems. 

I 
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(Twentieth Century Fund, 1967): D. M. Gillmor, Free Press and 

~~i£, Trial (Public Affairs Press, 1966); John Lofton, Justice 

and E,he Press (Beacon Press, 1966); Harold Medina, Radio, 

Televi,sion and the Administration of Justice (Columbia U. Press, 

1967), Paul Reardon, Fair Trial and Free Press (American Bar 

Association, 1966); U.S. Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 

Hearings on Free ~ress and Fair Trial (Government Printing 
--~--~--~,---~--~-------------------
Office, 1966). 

2For further detail on linear programming than this 

article provides, st:!e William Baumol, Economic Theory and 

Operati~m,~' Analy~, (prentice-Hall, 1965>, 70-102: Samuel 

:Richmond, pperations Research for Manaqemeat n'ecisions (Ro~ald 

Press, 1968),3:1,.4-382: and St;uart Nagel, Minimizing Costs and 

'y~!!!!zin9 Benefits in Providing Legal Services to the !?oor 

(s?ge Publicatj.6ns, 1973). The Baumol book at pages 167-294 is 

:\ 



especj..ally good on ~pplying linear programming to deciding the 

op'timum mix of products to buy in order to maximize one i s 
\\ 

bedefits minus costs~ 

3For further detail on the methods and results of this 

survey, see Thomas Eimermann, Free Press, Fair Trial:~ 

.Empirical Look a:t. the Problem and Its Soll~tion (University of 
~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Illinois Ph.D. dissertation, 1971) (microfilm number 

1-7121113-00000). In addition to the four above groups, the 

survey included related but different questionnaires directed 

to bar association officials which were not used for this 

article. The Ph.D. dissertation also provides data on rela

tions between many variables related to free press, fair trial 

issues in addition to those shown in Figure 1. 

40n judges, see note 15: on bar association officials, 

see note 3: and on criminal defendants, see, hote 25. 
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SIn the few cases of blank responses" they were treated 

as neither a no nor a yes. Xf more than two items were unan

swered for all three sources of information, that re~pondent 

was elimi~ated as not having suff,j.cient knowledge of pretrial 

publicity practices in his community to be included. 

60ne could try to weight the relative importance of 

information from the police, prosecution, and defense rather 

than giving them equal weight, but no data is available for a 

meahingful weighting system. Likewise, one could say that 
l) /} 

, 
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information from two sources is somewhat more likely to get 

j,nto a newspaper than information from one source although no'c 

twice as likely, but no data is available for a meaningful 

system showl.ng the amount of diminishing incremental likelihood 

due to additiohal sources. 

7There is no need to determine whether the respondents 

come from the same city since, as will be seen, we are prj,maril~y 

comparing respondents rather than cities. MQre specifically, we 

are primarily comparing newspaper editors, pt>lice chiefs, prose·· 

cutors, and defense attorneys (when we are not combining 'the 

four groups together in equal numbers as described in note 18 

below) • 

decimals 
8The scale could be expressed asAranging from 0 to 1.00 

since percents are decimals. It is, however, easier to work 

with integers so long as one is consistent and so long dS 

these numbers are not used as multipliers. 

9No city could receive a free press score higher than 
,_ }I 

77 because the questionnid:r:e did not include any items tbat were 

withheld by ~ than 77 percent of the cities although such 

items mayor may not exist. Likewise, no city could receive 

a score lower than 2 because the questionnaire did not inclu!.ie 

any information items .that were reported as generally not made 

available by less than 2 percent of the cities although mention 

that a crime had been co~itted and a suspect caught might be 
C> 

such an item. 

Q 
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lOThe above approach is. similar to Guttman scaling 

although Guttman scaling involves re-ordering and sometimes 

eliminating some items and respondents contrary to the initial 

percentage scores in order to further reduce incon~istencies. 

See Margaret Hagood and Daniel Price, Statistics for 50ciol

ogis~ (Holt, 1962), 138-159; and Oliver Benson, political 

Science Laboratory (Merrill, 1969), 235-267. 

llL' k ,t to a 0 'f the J. eWJ.se, conver a ++ or a + response 30 

~tem is worded.~favorably toward free press~ and convert a 

__ or a _ response to a 1 if the item is worded favorably 

toward free press. 

l20ne could try to weight the relative importance of 

each of the four attitudinal items rather than giving them equal 

weight, but no data is available for a meaningful weighting 

system. Weights could be given by having a group of knowl

edgeable persons place each item in one of five categories 

(ranging from the item is very unfavorable toward free press, 
" 

mildly unfavorable, neutral, mildly favorable, and very 

favorable) depending on the direction and stre:ngth of each f 

item's \t!'Qrding. The weight for each item wouJLd be the average 

score it receive;; from1rtPiS process. A similar process could 
, VI be used to weight the/i~£~rmation sources and combinatiom of 

~ '-.~ 

{-sources as mentioned in note 5 above. See J. P. Guilford, 

psychometric Methods (McGraw Hill, 1954), 456-462; and Bert 

" 
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lI\!l 

Green, If Attitude Measurement,. in Gardner Lindzey, Han,?book of -
Social Psychology (Addison Wesley, 1954), 335-369. 

13 On further aspects of measuring the difference 

between normative and empirical measures, see Stuart Nagel, 

"Measuring Unnecessary Delay in Administrative proceedings: The 

Actual Versus the Predicted," 3 ,pol~cy Sciences 81 (1972). 

14 In order to reverse the 'r-ank order f . o the respondents 

on their satisfaction scores by changJ.'ng the ' normative scoring 

system, it would be necessary t o reverse their rank order among 
new 

each other on theirl\ nQrmati ve scores toward free press since 

their empirical scores toward f ree press would not change if 

the empirical scoring system is held constant. 

15 Sheppard v. Maxwell, 385 U.S. 333 (1966); Irvin v. 

Dowd , 366 U.S. 717 (1961): Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 u.S. 723 

re erred to in (1963): and cases cited J.·n the books f note 1 

above and in standard law library reference work s • It would 

have been useful in this regard if the authors or the Reardon 

ABA committee (as part of its questionnaire survey of judg~s) 

would have, asked judges to indicate for each item on a scale 

like the free speech scaie if they would prohibit or discourage 

the item from being released by the press. 

16 Thomas Eimermann, Alternative Deterrents to Pre-

judicial and Libelous News Reporting (University of Illinois 
j,"( 

M.A. the~is, 1969). The 1968 questionnaires to newspaper 
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editors did ask ques;~ons about their publishing practices with 

regard to a set of items close in wording to items a through i 

in Figure 1 rather than just questions about the practices of. 

polil::e, };~rosecutors, and defense attorneys. Their. practices 

can be interpre'ted a~ reflecting the legal constraints in their 

respective cities. The M.A.' thesis also reports the results of 

a nationwide .survey of newspaper editors made in 1963 by Robert 

Reid cit the Uni versi ty of Illinois concerning their practic'es 

and attitudes wi'th regard to potentiall~~ libelous reporting,. 
, 

17see the Reardon (A B A) d M d· (N ) • •• an e 1na .Y.C.B.A. 

reports referred to in note 1 above. Also see Nicholas 

Katzenbach, "Statement of Policy Concerning the Release of 

Information by Personnel of the Department of JUstice Relating 

to Crimil'lal Proceedings, II 28 Code of Federal Regulations § SO. 2 

(April 16, 1965). For collectjl.ons of ~rticles, see the relevant 

symposia in 42 Notre Dame Lawyer (1967): 22 Oklahoma Law Review 
_.. .J 

(1969); and American Judicature Society, Selected Readings ~ 

Fair Trial, Free Press (A.J.S., 1971). 

l8S0 that no one of the four groups of respondents 

wo.,uld disproportio'nately dominate this collevtive analysis, we 

equalized the "four groups in the collective analysis by randomly 

eliminating -:-some respondents from each group except the smallest 

9X'ouP in order to .bring ,the size of all the groups down to the 

size of the smellIest group_ No resporffients were eliminated, 

however, when the analysis was done for eae~ group separately. 

I::;. 

--------------------------------------~&~ 

•. . 

19 See the appendix to this article for exactly how the 

multiple r3gression equation was arrived at. 

20 ' For fu~:·ther detail on the derivation and meaning 0:<: 

regression slopes (like the + or - .15) and constants (like 

the 75), see Hubert Blalock, Social statistics (McGraw Hill, 

1972), 361-385; and J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in 

PsycholoQY and Education (McGraw Hill, 1956), 365-379. 
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2lFree press and fair 'trial (regarding prejudicial pre

trial publicity) have a negative correlation with each other 

in the sense that \'lhen one goes up, the ot-her goes down s:i,nce 

they are complements of @aeh other. They have, howe\fer., a 

posi ti ve correlation \'lhen one is tryirlg to show ~~ constant 

level of satisfaction which an indifference lin~ does. The 

correlation is positive here in the sense that if free press 

(which correlates positively with satisfaction) goes up, th'::::rl 

fair trial (which correlates negatively with satisfaction) has 

~o also go up to offset the increased satisfaction p~~oduced by 
1\ 

the increase in free press if S is going to remain co~~stant. 

22TO say the satisfaction indifference l:tne between free· 

pr\\'ttss and fair trial of the editors is relatively flat compared 

to~h~ cOther grotllps is saying the same thing as (1) the 
\\~' -' , ." .' 

regr'ession ~lope of +. 42 (or the coefficient in the satisfaction 
_ u 

. equat,:ion) bet\\~een free preSs and satisfaction of editbrs is 
,~ 

. re~at:~~rely high compared'to the other' free press slopes;>, and· (2) 
F",. ":h 

1:._ 
the regr~ssion slope of" -.42 between .. ' fair trill" and sl3.tisf'o.ctl.on 

is relati V,'ely-) low compared to the other fair trial slopes. 

ir 
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-23TO say the satisfaction indifference line between 

free press and fair trial of the defense attl':>rneys is relatively 

steep comparE!t'1 to the )Qther groups is saying :the same thing as 

(1) thei:r regression slope of +.08 between fl~ee press and 

satisfaction is r~latively low and (2) their regression slope 

of -.08 between fair t:rial and satisfaction :is relatively high. 

241£ the satisfaction lines are curved rather than 

straight to indicate diminishing rather thaq~ constant returns 

(as e:xplained in sectilQn lV-B), then one still obtains higher 

levels of satisfaction as one moves toward the northwest up to a 

point.Thef~ 'turning p1oint,however I is beyond the legal con

s~~a~nts if the satis:f;action lines are only '~~lkht~ycurved, or are 
qu1te cu!'ved bu't not backward bending. 

25 ' 
On the defel,~dant I s pers~ecti ve see,. Jonathan Casper, 

~erican Criminal J~:ice: !.he De:fendant II s persl?ec~ive (Pren'tice 

Hall, 1972); Arnold Trebaeh, Rat-ioning of Justice (Rutgers 
i . 

University Press, 1964): and Abraham S. Blumberg, Criminal 

Justice (Quadrangle Books, 1967) .. 

26'l'hese figures are arrived at by plu99it:~g a free press 
I,: 

score of 66 and a ft\ir trial score of 34 into th~i~ above four 
\' 

equations, and then subtt'actinq from those four ll~esul ts the 
,/-; 
,,' 

satisfaction scores previously arrived at when a,!: free pr,ess 
I 

score of 65 and 'a fair trial score of 35 were pllitgged into, the 

above four equations. These subtraction figures provide a way 

of measuring the opportunity costs (or missed opportunities to 
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. ) of having: a constraint. which binds 
obtain greater satisfact10n 

or limits the optimum. 
Tb-e-' satisfaction equations may, hOwever 

ar' ea that is wi thin the constraints. 
not hold outside the feasible 

27The additional satisfaction of the combined group by 

raising FP from 55 to 66 and lowering FT from 35 to 34 would be 

an increment of .10 units. 
This reflects an S of 79~80for the 

79' 50 for the 65 and 35 
66 and 34 allocation versus an S of • 

75 + .lS(FP) - .15(F~.). allocation using the equation 

. t'i S - 60 + 28As indicated in the append1x, the equa 101, -

.30(FP) can be u,sed to derive the equation 

_ .15 (FT}.tas· w'euas the other. way around. 

S :: 75 + • 1 ~ (FP) 

special formula need be used like the one discussed 

plus the log of FT does not equal 
in the appendix since log of PP 

If one uses the approach 
1.0 even though PI> plus FT equals 1.0. 

discussed in the appendix to derive a multivariate non-linear 

equation from the appropriate biqariate equatiOn~, _then one 
) .18, 4l(FT) 2.46 Which 

obtains the equation S = 41 + 41(FP -
results with the legal 

produces virtually the same numerical 

79 (FP) .17 (;FT)-·03 bearing in ,mind that FI? 
constraints as S = 

The additive equation so derived' in 
plus FT must equal 1.0. 

, 1 equation as a benefit and the 
effect treats the FP p~rt of "t:,).e 

, th 's a net benefit. That equation 
FT part as a cost, and S us ~ 

d FT to be 2(l~O with S reaching an 
can also allow FP to be 1.0 an ' 

rather than becoming zero ,,' as in the 
unconstrained maximum of 82 

roul tiplicati ve equation (also 

a ,Cobb-Douglas function). 

known as a log-linear equa'tion or 
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30 . For a s1mple discussion of, non-linear curves and 
:;-.. 

curve fitting, see J. Guilford, psychometric Methods (McGraw 

'Hi.ll, 1954) p. 46-54 and p. 70-75: and M. Brennan, Preface to 
¢ 

Econometrics (South-western, 1973).p. 46-48, 323-325, and 

346-348. 
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31The correlation or square root of the variation 

accounted for between FP and S (lti:thout the logarithmic trans

formation) for the combined group is .37: for the editors, .76: 

the police, .38; the prosecutorl?,.43~ and the defense attorneys, 

.16. The 'higher correlations between FP and S (with the ---
logarithmic transformation) for the combined group is .40~ for 

the editors, ;.81; the police, .38; the prosecutors, .64~ and 

the d.efense attorneys .31 respectively. 

32see note 24 above. The noted ,economist J. M. :t:lark 
/{ 

(if 

said "Knowledge is the only instrument of production that is 

not subject to diminishing returns," P .. Samuelson, Economics 

(McGraw Hill, 1973) I p. 573. Clark" hOlY'ever, was referring to 

the general production of knowledge (which pr,obably involves 

increasing returns) rather than to the more narrow production 

of newspaper articles on pending criminal trials (whi,eh seems 

to involve slightly decreaSing returns as indicated by the 

fact that the exponent of FP is a positive decimal rather than 

a positiv~ number greater than one). 

.) 

. 44 . 

33See note 31 above comparing the :non ... linear and linear 

correlation results. The S of 74 was arrived at by figuring 

S = 79(.65)·17 <.35)-·03 = 79t-V .65 )(.35:~0 = 79(.93)(1) = 74. 

34Another applidition of linear prt,gramming to the free 

pre$s, fair trial problem involves arriving at an optimum mix 

of approaches to reducing the release of prejudicial crime 

reporting. The alternative activity variables analogous to the 

two dimensions of Figure 1 include (l) use of contempt power, 

(2) press self-restraint, (3) bar limitations on lawyers, 

(4) more careful juror selection and instructions, (5) easier 

f t . land (6) use of libel change of venue or postponement 0 r1a, 

suits .. To some extent the degree of presence of, these si.x 

approaches was measured or could have been measured in each 

city in the 1970 and 1968 surveys which provided the data for 

this article. As part of the linear programming analysiS, their 

Id then be r elated via ar·egreslsion analysis to. the presence cou 

h . t Wi th the. resulting re9res.sion degree of free press in eac C1 y. 

equation, one can create a line or hyperplane on the algebraiC 

t.~qui valent"~f a six-dimensional graph in which all allocations 

Oll the line produce free speech at the 65 percent level and thus 

fair trial at the 35 percent level. The optimum point is any. 

all,ocation along that line unless the line can be bounded by 

adding additional constraints. 
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35These three applications are described in detail in 

Charles Laidlaw, Linear Programming for Urban Development Plan 

Evaluation (PX'aeger, 1972); Ozay Mehmet,"Evaluation of Insti

tutional and On-the-Job Manpower Training in 'Ontario, II in 

Arnold Harberger, et al., BenefitzCost Analysis 1971 (Aldine, 
-, 

1972): and Stuart Nagel, Minim-izinq Costs and Maximizing Bene
~! 
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fits in Providing Legal ,Services to the Poor (Sage publications, 

1973} • 

APPENDIX: DERIVING A MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION 
EQUATION WHERE Xl + X2 = 1.0 

46 

In the free press, fair trial issue (as conceptualized 

in Figure 2)', free press and fair trial are the complements of 

each other. This means that if FP and FT scores are expressed 

as decimals rather than percentages, then FP plus FT = 1.0. 

The general formula for deriving a/multivariate 

regression equation with Y as a dependent variable and Xl and 

X2 as independent variables is: 

(1) Y = a + (b,YX
1

eX
2

) x~ + (bYX2eXll) X2 

The b-coefficients show the slope between Xl. and Y holding X2 

constant and between X2 and Y holding Xl constant. The a-coef-

ficient shows the point where th~ regression line or plane 

intersects the Y axis when Xl and X2 are both O. 

" '.: t.l 

' .. , .. 

'If Xl +X2 = 1.0, then formula 1 simplifies to: 

( 2) Y = .5 (al + a 2 + blXl + 02X2). 

. ,', 

The al and b l are the bivariate regression coefficients in the 

Xl equation: 

(3) 

,) 



() 
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The a 2 and b 2 are the bivariate regression coefficients in the 

X2 equation: 

(4) 

p 

The values of a l and bl can be obtained by feeding 

,'. ' 
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into a computer the values for each respondent or subject, for 

v'ariables Y and Xl (corresponding tOIS and FP) along with a 

regression a.tlalysis program. Likewise the computer will otJ,tp\~i;. 

yal~esfor the constants a2 and b 2 if values are inputed for 

each respondent on Y and X2 (corresponding to 5 and FT). 

'. Fprmula 2 ab'.:lve can be simplified even further, but before 

doing so)let us indicate why and ~ow it is derived. 

First, why use formula 2 above? A w:t'()ng alternative 

would be to feed values for each respondent fc,r Y, Xl' and X2 
(corresponding to 5, FP, and FT) into a computer along with a 

regression analysis program and expect thereby to obtain. the 

a and two b I S for formu"la 1. ~'This 'Usual procedure wi·ll. not 

~~9rk because when'll + X2 = 1.0,.then t'he r!:.:coe·:fficient'or c6~relation 

bet.ween,;xl and X2 wi1.l.t be -1,.00. This will m'alre"'me'aningl;ess" -the 

.usua:t..',prpce:o.ure fer calculating b (or unstandartli·zed partial slope) 

because ;t;!l~J; procedure requires firs/t calculating B (or 
# u 

-
stano.E~dized. ", partial slope), and the denominator of B is 

1 - (X-X X ) 2. If rX X = -1.00, however, thEm the denominat.or 
1 2 1 2 

eqUals 1 -( -1) 2 =1 - (1) = 0 ,'3.mdi vidiY-9 by zero yields a 
? 

meaningless infinity. On the other hatid,' the fact that rX X = 
, 1 2 

"-1.00 does not cQmplicate feeding into a computer values for 

/( 

t t 

'~ 
.'1 , " 

.'., 
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h' "d t Y d X 3.' n order to get al and b l in the~pove sac reapon en on an 1 ~ 

third regression equation Y = al + blXl or values on Y and X2 

to get a 2 and. b 2 in Y = a Z + b 2X2• 

Second howldoes one mathematically derive formula 2 , -
above which does yield meaningful multivariate results from the 

two bivariate: equations where Xl .,.. X2 = 1.0. A numerical 

proof that formula 2 works i~ the fact that if the average FP 
" 

f 38' f th combl.·n~,d group and the average FT score of score 0 ore 

62 are plugged. into the derived equation of 5 :;.: 75 + .1S(FP).-. 
is.' 

.l5(FT), then the 5 of 71 which results is exactly the average 

5 from the combined group. 

Another numerical proof would be to create some hypo-

thetical aata for Y, Xl' and X2 for two respondents, and then 

try to apply formula 2 to predicting Y from the values given 

for Xl and X
2

• For example, if the first respondent scored 10 

on Y, .GO on Xl' and ~40 on X2, and the second respondent 

scored 15 on Y, .70 on Xl' and .30 on X2' then that data yields 

the following equations: 

Y -20 + 50 Xl (from equation 3) 
-~ 

Y 30 - 50 X2 
(from equation 4) 

= 

Y 5 + 25 Xl - 25 X2 
(from equation 2) 

= 
If we now plug the data for respondent 1 into the multivariate / 

I 

eq"lIlation above, we get Y = 5 + 25 (.GO) - 25 (.40) = 5 + 15 - 10 

which equals 10~Likewise if we plug the data for respondent 2 

into the multivariate equa.tion, W~ get Y = 5 + 25 (. 70) -

25 (.30) = 5 + 17.5 - 7.5 which equals formula 2 with "" 
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this nume&alexample providesperfect predi{~tability.as a good 

mul t i"lari ate regression.equation should with only two respondents 

or dots to connect by a regression lina 

An algebraic proof is to show that a l + ,bl Xl exactly equals 

a
2 

+ b
a

X2 so that 1Jle 1 from forrlll)la 3 exactly equals the 1 from 

formula'4. If so, by summing formulas 3 and 4, then, ~ 
21 = al + b

l Xl 
+ aa + b

a
X2 which is algebraically equal to formula 2. 

This algebraic proof is available frm the senior authoron request5 

It involves expressing alandbl in terms of the mean. standard 

deviations. and correlation coefficient needed to derive a l and bl -

It alsoinvolves expressmgX2 in terms of Xl(i.e •• X2 = 1.0 - Xl)· 

d
· b e s d l."n terms of the mean. standard 

Then a
2 

an j' 2 are expr s e 

deviation, correlation coefficient, and regression weightof Xl· 

with a
l 

+ blX
l 

and a
2 

+ b
2
X

2 
both expressed in terms of the 

"t" f ·x one can quickly see those two sums are algebrai-
statl.S l.CS 0 . l' 

cally equal. 
Formula 2 can be simplified further so that one need ,only 

" d t l." "Ie at fomula 2al"l.d indirectly 
determine a

l 
and bl ~n or er 0 arr 

formula 1. That simplified version of formula 2 i.SI 
b b1 bl 

(5) ,y = (al + -t) + ("2)Xl - (-Z)X2 

or if "b is used to sym~olize bi/2, then the formula further simpli-

~ 

fies toa 

( 6) y = (al + b) + bXl - bX2 

Formula S·.follows from the fact. that al = My - (lV!Xl)(ibyXl ); 

rtIX ; byX = - byX ~ an d bl = 
1 2 1 

average. Algebraic proo"i' of these 
a = My ... (Nix )( byX ); WlX = 1 -

2 222 
b wnere WI stands for mean or 

YXl -
equali US3 such as bYX2 = - bYXl 

f)roof available from the senior 

.. 
are mcluded in the above-mentioned 

author. 

-r 
\,.' Iii .. 

II 
!\ " \\ 
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In terms of the free press data, this means S = 

(60 + ~30)~ ... ·n·30)(PP) - .(~jO) (FT) =(60 + is) + " 

l5(FP) - l5(FT) = 75 + l5(FP) - l5(FT). IfFP and FT ar~ 
{I ' 

expressed'~ln terms of percentages from 0 to 100 likeS rather 

than in terms of decimals from 0 to ~ , then the regression 

equation becomes S = 75 + .15(FP) - .15(FT). 

Formula 6 is not only a substantial simplification over 

the usual method for bt . . o al.n1ng a mUltivariate regression equa-

tion, but as mentioned prevJ.·ously l.·t . 1S the only method that 

works with two independent variables that are complements of 

each other. This method of summing the two bivariate equations 

will also work when th t' e equa 10ns are non-linear, provided the 

equations are first adjusted to be consistent with each other. 

This method will work too when there are three or more 

independent variables if one collapses the variables into two 

groups or modifies the formulas, assuming the three or more 

independent variables sum·· to 1. a when they are scored as 

decimals. The method will not work J.'£ the ~wo ... Qr more inde-

pendent variables are, not complementary since then the right 

sides of the bivariate regression,equations are not algebraically 

equal. 

In spite of the method's limitations, there are many 

relevant policy problems that involve deciding what is the 

optimuIn-,.!evel pn X to achieve a maximum Y or minimum - Y or 

what .is the optimum m~x of X d X ... • an - to aChi~;:~e a maximum Y or 



minimum -~. These problems can all benefit from this simplified 

way of relating X and -x simultaneously to Y in a multivariate 

regression equation. The resulting equation can thus be used 
,-

to create the linear programming optimum mix perspective of 

Figure 2 or the ca~culus optimum level perspective of Figure 3 

with all the policy insights which both those perspectives 

(.>1 provide. 

'1 - .-
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